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About This Game

Sweaty Palms is a competitive action VR game in which players fight over objectives using a number of movement and combat
abilities. It employs a unique, fast paced, and natural movement system. Players are legless (so the floor is at waist level) and use
their arms to climb along and fling from surfaces, including the floor. Abilities allow for visceral and exciting movement styles

that all feel comfortable, including rocket-hand flight, swinging, birdflight, riding dragons, and more. Players build custom
decks from which they draw ability cards during the game. Infinite deck permutations and complimentary team deck combos

allow for endless creativity and novelty in defeating your opponents.

Fight like a superhero, die like one.
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Title: Sweaty Palms
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Delattre & Harger
Publisher:
Delattre & Harger
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space
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This is definately not a finished game, hence the early access. However, it is quite an interesting adventure and brief
introduction to games world and cool time manipulation based gameplay. I think it has a fair way to go to be polished release,
but for the price it was definately a fun little play with some interesting game mechanics.. Got this game as part of the Humble
Bundle because the mix of the two developing teams was very interesting to me. The Bejewled Twist mode is definitely not my
favourite one, the first challenge is to understand everything based on the tutorial. The instructions are not necessarily clear, but
with a little trying out, you'll get the hang of it. The difficulty grows throughout the game, but not too much. The fights aren't
timed so the ability to leave your chair for a moment if necessary without having to pause the game or losing progress is a nice
plus. The twelve stages are packed with monsters and repeatable ... so if you want to, you can puzzle endlessly!. NEVER
PLAYED A MORE FRUSTRATING GAME. Seems ok but controls are not intuitive - can't easily delete objects, aiming tools
sometimes works, sometimes doesnt. Music is decent but feels like a indie\/kickstarter music. With a bit of improvement could
be a great game. Graphics and sound effects are good.. Love this game. Keep up the good work.. VR | GTX 1060 Gameplay
(With Commentary)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-MoI2Vf-LE

My Thoughts:
Make sure no one is in the room with you when you play!
This game reminds me of a version of Fruit Ninja in VR and with additional elements and content. The game has some great
physics and at times I was really swinging that sword. The game is still in early access so it still has a lot of potential to become
even better.

Game Details:
Katana X is a sword simulation action game designed specifically for VR utilizing tracked motion controls. This game takes real
physical skill of body control and hand–eye coordination to get high scores.. I'd really recommend this visual novel if you want
to play one that's a little different. The story was nice, it had beautiful moments in it and tbh I never thought I'd play a visual
novel in my life but this one was different and kept me interested the whole time! Completed the whole story as well, I think it's
the whole historical factory to the game that made it so interesting for me. A story about love and war, good combination. Haha.
So far so good! I bought this game for $9 as a "risky investment" (not that risky), with only four reviews and only one chapter
out. This is a one of a kind game (so far) and I'm excited to see where it goes. I don't review a lot, but I really think people
should give this story a chance and fund the devs. There's obviously a lot of care and creativity and I highly appreciate it. I can't
wait for the next chapter release!
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never has a game made me wanna noose myself as much as this, top notch 10/10. A Very Fun Train To Drive Accelerates Fast
But Not To Fast The Breaks Are Very Smooth Looks Sharp But One Thing I Cant Get The Head Lights To Work I Tried The H
Button On The The Keyboard And The Light Bulb On The Hud In All Numbers Up To 3 An They Still Dont Turn ON Can
Some One Help Me With That? Other Than That One Problem I Have With The Head Lights The Train Is Smooth To Drive.
Very good graphics. Racing is nausiating but they do an ok job for what they have to work with.. bought on sales with $5, worth
it, watch until episode3 so far, Iove the video so much and the enjoyed to played the jam game as well. there are some uncut and
deleted scene as well, :D. Came for the femdom, stayed for the gameplay

Seriously the huge amount of ways to customize this game, from implementing the music to the enemies attack patterns, leaves
it with an insane amount of replayability. There is a main campaign, sidequests, a custom level mode, and an extra mode after
beating the aforementioned main campaign. You can unlock and change your moveset as much as you like, and even change
between sets during a fight at the press of a number key. The game has a demo version so you really have no excuse not to try it
out. If you're looking for a really fun 2D beat-em up then Smash Boy is must buy.

And if you're looking for a reverse ryona game then this is ALSO a must buy.. Finding this on steam is a dream come true, this
is my childhood in a game, a simple point and click adventure but well worth a go.

buy this game! its not a long game but the story is good and well voiced throughout, and the soundtrack is great! certainly sets
the scenes up well. ENJOY! i will again and again. Very good puzzle game :). It does not feel like a finish game. I played on the
Vive and I was unable to see my hand when driving. No instructions of how to shoot or how the controls works whatsoever. My
player camera was completly unaligned with the driver. The race felt boring and unpolished. There was no sound effect when i
was shooting my guns and no aim component... For 54 bucks i was expecting a AAA game or close and I got what felt like and
alpha version of a B class game.
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